
Fall Risk Nursing Care Plan

Bran Stark 11 Nov 12, 2023

encountered a fall from a roof, resulting in a broken leg. Currently reliant on a crutch for

mobility. His overall health is stable, with no underlying medical conditions.
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Bran Stark has a moderate risk of falls. The impaired gait and reliance on a crutch
contribute to his vulnerability.
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Support optimal healing of the broken leg and improve mobility.
Educate Bran and his family on fall risks and preventive measures.
Encourage consistent use of the crutch for mobility.



Conduct hands-on tutorials and reinforce the call bell system.
Schedule regular check-ins for assistance and encouragement.

Consider a pediatric physical therapy consultation to further enhance mobility and
strength.

1. Bed alarms set during sleep, and Bran educated on using the call bell. Hands-on
tutorials conducted, and the call bell system reinforced.



Collaborate with the school admin to arrange Bran's classroom to accommodate his
crutch and facilitate easy movement. Ask teachers to let him go out to next class five
minutes early to avoid crowded hallways.
Coordinate with the school transportation department to ensure Bran's safe entry and exit
from the school bus.

Collaborate with school nurse; establish a communication protocol for sharing real-time
updates between school and home caregivers.
Regularly communicate with Bran's teachers to gather insights on his participation and
movement within the classroom.



Primary Contact: Mrs. Catelyn Stark, mother (mrs.stark@email.com), 555 9876
Emergency Contact: Nurse Lysa, school nurse (Lysa.school@email.com), 555 1111
Emergency Contact: Arya, sister (noface.arya@email.com)
Contact family any time. Relay updates through mom. Bran responds positively to visual
aids

Follow up twice a week, Wednesday 1 PM and Sunday 7 AM. Consider reducing when
Bran's fall risk lwoers

Nurse-in-Charge: RN Lily
Physical Therapist: PT Sam
School Nurse: Nurse Lysa

Bran's mother is the key point of contact; coordinate through her.
Bran may be shy initially; use a friendly approach to establish rapport.

Place visual alerts on Bran's chart for easy identification of fall risk status.


